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Photo opportunity of the Month
Stump and Thatch
These unusual tree trunk and thatch roof hives
can be seen in rural parts of Ukraine more as a
novelty design. But beekeeping is a serious part
of the economy involving 700,000 people (1.5%
of the population). Ukraine is the largest
producer of honey in Europe and amongst the
top five producers in the world. The international
Apimondia meeting was held in the country in
2013 and a Ukrainian commercial beekeeper
developed the first standard hive frame in 1814.
Got an unusual, topical, or interesting bee related image that
could be featured here?
Please send it to the editors today!

Dates for your Diary
Date
Nov, Wed
16th,

Event / Description
2nd,

23rd & 30th

3rd -

6th

Venue / Contact

Microscopy Course (20:00 - 22:00)
of 10 x 2hr sessions, by Adam Leitch & Celia Perry

Henfold Pavilion
Celia Perry

Nov, Wed 9th

Reigate Beekeepers AGM (19:30 - 21:00)
followed by presentation of Certificates & Trophies

Woodhatch Centre
Andrew Buchanan

Nov, Thur 10th

Meridian Beekeepers Talk (19:15 - 20:00)
Ron Hoskins - Better Grooming & the Swindon Bee

Botley Market Hall
Louise Evans

Nov, Sat 12th

Module Exams
Only if you registered; revision time running out!

Venue will be notified
Celia Perry

Nov, Sat 26th

Surrey BKA AGM (14:00 to 17:00)
followed by tea & talk by James C Makinson.

Tooting & Mitcham FC.
Sandra Rickwood

Dec, Wed 7th

Monthly Winter Meeting (19:30 - 21:00)
Talk by Geoff Blay about Henfold Honey

Woodhatch Centre
Andrew Buchanan

Jan, Wed 4th

Monthly Winter Meeting (19:30 - 21:00)
Talk by Celia Rudland - Communication in Honey Bees

Woodhatch Centre
Andrew Buchanan

Jan, Mon 9th

Winter Beginners Course starts (19:30 - 21:30)
Ist of 10 weekly sessions presented by David Rudland

Woodhatch Centre
Gill Simpson

Jan, Wed 11th,
18th,

25th

7th -

9th

Microscopy Course (20:00 - 22:00)
of 10 x 2hr sessions, by Adam Leitch & Celia Perry

Henfold Pavilion
Celia Perry

Feb, Wed 1st

Monthly Winter Meeting (19:30 - 21:00)
Talk by Adam Leitch about Bee Anatomy

Woodhatch Centre
Andrew Buchanan

Feb, Sat 4th

Spring Lunch (12 noon for 12:30)
Celebrate the past year and welcome in the new.

Grumpy Mole, Brockh’m

More dates?

The Members website has the full year’s Diary Dates

Click Here

Comments about and contributions for publication in

Andrew Buchanan

will be welcomed by the editors.

For inclusion in an edition, contributions are required by the 25th of the preceding month.
All photos Reigate BeeNews copyright - unless otherwise stated
Ukraine Bee Hives Photo - Katrina Barton
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Editorial
Much to Do and Read about Beekeeping
Well, the changing of the clocks has certainly served to draw a distinct line under the 2015/2016
beekeeping year. How has your’s been?
For many, although I suspect not as many as really could have, the last few weeks have provided
opportunities to turn hands and skills to the preparation of Honey Show entries. And it would
seem from results at both our own Reigate Beekeepers Honey Show and the National Honey
Show no less, that we have another new star in our midst. Having already earned two trophies
at our show, another two were netted with first time entries into Surrey classes at the National.
All of which prompted a message (or is it a challenge?) to the rest of us on page 7.
This months
is, once again, rather busy and full. For which we offer no apologies.
It simply highlights that there is much being done by members to report upon; much still to be
done, despite the great strides we have taken these past few years, that needs members
involvement; much to be kept aware of in the now relatively fast developing world of beekeeping;
and much still to learn from reading.
Even as this editorial is being written, news about a new DEFRA part funded series of General
Husbandry Assessment Preparation Training courses has just arrived in newsletter editors
inboxes throughout the UK. See page 5, where we have just about squeezed it in. We can also
report that the painting of the sides of the Henfold containers you never see (but DID need to
be done) has now be completed by a merry team of paint-brush wielders; and we must put a
word in about the 2017 Spring Lunch that will be at the Grumpy Mole in Brockham on Saturday
4th February … if only because it’s a jolly good meal with good company. Beekeepers of course.
Finally, not that we are counting, but this is our 60th edition. See you ALL at the AGM and
Awards ceremony.
Richard & Graham
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AGM News
REIGATE BEEKEEPERS
DIVISION OF THE SURREY BEEKEEPERS ASSOCIATION
Chairman’s AGM Report for the Year 2015/2016
In many ways the year under review was similar to recent past years.
One thing that wasn’t even nearly the same was the weather. Starting with a remarkably warm
and somewhat wet winter. This led to the daffodils and other sources of nectar and pollen coming
into flower very early. This caused the bees to consume their stores more quickly than usual,
and then spring came and went almost without any real sunshine at all.
A lot of work was scheduled for the winter and spring months and thanks to the many members
who contributed so much enthusiasm and commitment most of the work was completed by the
beginning of April when our weekly training sessions started.
The year began with our 2015 Honey Show, themed on Pollen and Pollination. It was master
minded by Maggie Minter and together with a super-supporting cast provided an excellent
exhibition. A team led by Simon and Karen Ford looked after the bees at Henfold Copse before
taking over the responsibility of managing the apiary for the whole year. Our out-apiaries were
being managed by Malcolm Fry - Brockham, Richard Ramsden - Buckland, Jack Chapman
and Mike Hill jointly – Mickleham, and finally, Mike Hill – Beare Green. Thank you all for your
time and skills. Meanwhile, Mike Hill undertook the task of preparing a curriculum and plan for
the training sessions in the summer.
Our Beginners Course during the winter, again hosted by David Rudland, attracted 20 attendees.
By the end of the year there was a total of 209 members, slightly down on last year’s total.
Many members contributed to the continuing work on the Pavilion in a variety of ways, by giving
generous donations, by supplying items needed to construct and furnish the ‘fit-out’, and by
bringing their DIY skills. Now that the Pavilion is all but complete, I must mention those who
consistently contributed so much to this project. David Allbeury, Geoff Blay, Colin Clement,
Phil Elwell, Graham Fyson, Vince Gallo, Michelle and Trevor Keast, Peter Moore and
Julie Thaine. The skills they brought included flooring, creating ceilings and walls, plumbing,
installing electrical facilities, plastering and decorating. The only work carried out by
‘professionals’ was the plastering of the ceiling in the main hall. To all the above, to those who
gave additional support and to those members, who wish to remain anonymous, who donated
over £50,000 between them (almost 50 per cent of the total cost), RBKA is most thankful and
appreciative of their commitment and generosity.
The Annual Auction was once again a great success and set the pace for a number of courses,
which took place during the summer. Our Taster Day Course organized by Gill Simpson, a
Skep Making Course organized by Celia Perry and an NDB Course facilitated by Adam Leitch
were all held in the Pavilion. Also at Henfold Copse in June, Celia Perry organized a day when
8 members took and passed their BBKA Basic Assessment. Last year I highlighted the
achievement of Jenny MacDonald who had passed the BBKA’s Junior Basic Assessment. I am
delighted to congratulate and report that Jenny at the age of 12 years was one of the 8 who
succeeded at senior level.
At the start of the Summer Sessions in April it became apparent that some of the 19 Henfold
Copse colonies were not strong enough to be manipulated on a regular basis. To reduce the
number to 12, much ‘uniting’ had to be carried out which rather delayed the start. However,
thanks to Mike Hill’s and Simon and Karen Ford’s initiatives, conditions were soon improved.
Judging by the increase in the amount of honey extracted from the Henfold supers later in the
year, the members who regularly attended, an average of 52 each Wednesday, will have enjoyed
learning a great deal from the mentors who supported Mike’s programme.
All photos Reigate BeeNews copyright - unless otherwise stated
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Early summer was variable in the extreme, with the hoped for warm weather arriving only in
late June. Since then the bees have been catching up on their foraging in the continued mild
weather.
Bob Maurer organized 2 Bee Health Clinics, Andrew Cornwall organized the extraction of RBKA’s
honey with yields significantly improved over the previous years', and Mike Hill coordinated
our honey stall teams at several village shows.
Events such as the Bar-B-Q were graced with a lovely warm evening, work on the Pavilion
continued and good use began to be made of the building. Coordinated by Adam Leitch, 2
NDB Courses were held. Another NDB Course is in the pipeline and a winter long Microscopy
Course, already under way, is being facilitated by Adam and Celia Perry.
Richard Bradfield and Graham Pooley have continued to keep members and the public up
to date with our activities through the Newsletter and our Websites and Vince Gallo has kept
a keen eye on financial affairs. As will be seen from the published accounts, RBKA maintains
a strong financial position.
There have been many members who have given significant and excellent support to all of
RBKA’s work throughout the year, too many to mention them all. However, I must give special
thanks to Phil Elwell, Mike Hill and Maggie Minter again as they are standing down from
the posts of Quartermaster, Membership Secretary and Honey Show Manager respectively.
Their efforts have been very much appreciated.
My thanks to each member of the Committee for their commitment and the high level of
contribution they have made to an interesting and highly successful year.
Andrew Buchanan

24th October 2016

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
Wednesday 9th November 2016
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Welcome and address
Apologies for absence
Minutes of the AGM held on Wednesday 11th November 2015
Matters arising from the minutes
Chairman’s report - circulated
Treasurer’s report – available at the meeting
Other Officers’ reports - circulated as available
Election of Officers – as nominated by the Committee
President
Chairman – Mr Andrew Buchanan
Vice-Chairman
Honorary Secretary – Mrs Gill Simpson
Honorary Treasurer – Mr Vince Gallo
Honorary Auditor – Mr Mike Bensley
Committee Members – Mr Mike Hill, Mr Bob Maurer, Mr Richard Bradfield, Mrs Sue
Hickson, Mr Simon Ford
● Representative to Surrey BKA – Ms Celia Perry
● Representative to Surrey Show Committee – Mr Bob Maurer
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

9.
10.
11.
12.

Nomination of Trustee to Surrey BKA – Mr Andrew Buchanan
Presentation of Awards from the Honey Show and Exam certificates
Any other business
Date of next AGM – Wednesday 8th November 2017

Officers’ Reports, with the exception of the Treasurer’s Report, will be published with Bee News and will be
available on the RBKA Members website. A limited number of all reports will be available at the AGM.

All photos Reigate BeeNews copyright - unless otherwise stated
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Photographs - Virgil = quoteaddicts.com / bee skep = pinterest.com

Notice Board

(click the

Surrey Beekeepers’ Association
Notice is hereby given that the
138th Annual General Meeting of
the Surrey Beekeepers’ Association
will be held on
Saturday 26th November 2016 at 2pm
at Tooting & Mitcham Football Club.
The meeting will be followed by tea & a talk
by
James C. Makinson who is a PostDoctoral Research Assistant at the Bee
Sensory Behavioural Ecology Lab at
Queen Mary University of London.
Venue: Tooting & Mitcham Football Club,
Imperial Fields, Bishopsford Road (A217)
Mordon, Surrey. SM4 6BF

Don’t forget our AGM and Award
Presentations on Wednesday 9th
November, commencing 7:30pm.

Meridian Beekeepers
are hosting a talk by
Ron Hoskins on

Bees who are better at grooming
off varroa and the
development of the Swindon Bee.
Date:
Time:
Venue:

10th November
7:15 pm
Botley Market Hall,
Botley High Street SO30 2EA

Parking to the rear of the hall.
Cost for non-Meridian members is £5

The meeting will be hosted
by Wimbledon Division.

RSVP: Louise Evans,
louisewithbees@gmail.com

The Central Association of Bee-Keepers
Bringing Science to the Beekeeper

Fri 18th - Sun 20th Nov.
Venue : Woodside Hotel, Kenilworth
Speakers include:
Dr James Makinson (Queen Mary,
University College), talking about Asian
honey bees (A.dorsata& A. Florea);
Dr Gavin Ramsey from Scotland
speaking about the meteorlogical impacts
on queen rearing;
Dr Karin Kyernsmo (University of
Bristol), speaking about the impact of
petal surfaces on pollinator preferences;
Peter Tomkins giving a historical
overview of bee research at Rothamsted;
Elizabeth Samuelson (Royal Holloway
College), talking about urban bees;
Dr Rinke Vinkenoog (University of
Northumbria) who will give two talks,
one on ‘Himalayan Balsam - is it good or
bad?’, And one on ‘Pollination, shifts in
plant/pollinator networks’.
For details of booking please contact
John Chapple (chapplejak@btinternet.com)
or Pat Allen (pat.allen@btconnect.com).
All photos Reigate BeeNews copyright - unless otherwise stated

to also find it and more on our website)
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Events News
Reigate Beekeepers’ 2016 Honey Show - Results & Report
From Maggie Minter:
Once again it’s time to reflect on what went well
at our Honey Show and what could be improved
on. This is where you all, as members, can
make a difference in sharing your feedback and
ideas so that those responsible for the show
can consider how to move forward for 2017.
As some of you know this was my last year as
"front of house" coordinator, having had the
privilege of bringing things together for the last
four years, along with Celia as Entries
coordinator and a team of helpers. I feel it’s
time for me to step down and let someone else
take the show forward.
I would like to say a huge thank you to those
of you who have been supportive and helped.
I know Celia shares my view that we are always
in debt to numerous people, too many to name,
who volunteer to set up and run the show, i.e.
the movers and shakers in our club ! You all
know who you are and I'm grateful for your
having made my job more manageable.

introduction to understanding honey
bees and beekeeping fun ! To that end
we have again met our remit as a
charity, and put on a wonderful
display. And hopefully along the way
recruited a few people to take up
beekeeping either now or in the
future.
I will continue to help in any way I
can with the show but Richard
Bradfield will now take over
coordination along with Celia. So I
hope you will all support them both
in building on our achievements.
Maggie
Click here for All photos and Full
results listings + Popcorn recipe.

I have always felt strongly that whatever the
weather, footfall, or takings on the day; our
aim is to educate the public and make their

2016 Honey Show Trophy Winners
Blue Ribbon

awarded to
awarded to
awarded to

awarded to

Richard Woodhouse for ‘Best in Show’ Class 19, Four Jars
Maggie Minter for ‘Most Points in Show’

for

Sale

Chris Peers for 1st place Class 1/2, Light or Medium Honey

Jonathan Sainsbury for 1st place Class 4, Crystallised/Soft Set Honey
Katherine Wray for 1st place Class 5, Novices Honey

awarded to
awarded to

Andrew Boagey for 1st place Class 6, Two Containers of Cut Comb

awarded to

Maggie Minter for 1st place Class 20/21, Mead

awarded to

Andrew Buchanan for 1st place Class 10, A Comb

awarded to
awarded to

for

Extraction

Sue Moore for 1st place Class 12, A Honey Cake

Chris Peers for 1st place Class 15, A Group of Bee Products

awarded to

Jenny Macdonald for ‘Most Points, Children's Classes 23-25’

From Celia Perry:

Thank you to all the exhibitors who took the time and trouble to prepare and present their entries
at the Honey Show. Thank you also to the many volunteers who acted as stewards, erected and
then took down the equipment and had prepared it for use during the Summer. Thank you also to
the computer boffins who worked out the score sheets and printed the certificates awarded in
each class.
All photos Reigate BeeNews copyright - unless otherwise stated
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There were too many entries for the judge to write individual comments about each one, but
he did say that he was impressed by the overall standard. Some of our members went on to
enter and receive awards in classes at the National Honey Show, so that says something about
the standard achieved. The judge was particularly impressed by the standard in the Novice class
and said it made his job very difficult to select the winners out of such a good class - so you
should all be very proud of yourselves.
Celia

National Honey Show 2016 - Reigate Beekeepers Wins
A good number of Reigate members were to be
seen over the 3 days of the event, variously as
Stewards, attending lectures and workshops,
viewing the show benches or browsing/buying
in the Trade Hall. We were also, once again,
very prominent at the Surrey BKA Information
stand in the foyer where many of our ‘show’
posters were displayed and our upcoming
Training Course and Auction were promoted.

Placings
Open to the World, Gift Classes
Class 3: Three Jars of Honey
2nd - Andrew Boagey
Open to British Isles inc R.O.I.
Class 19: Six Jars Honey Produced by a
Branch Apiary
4th - Reigate Beekeepers

A modest number of members had entries in Open to the World
Class 40: Metheglin or Melomel Dry or Sweet
the Show Classes … to very good effect.
2nd - Meriel Spalding
Trophy Winners
HC - Tim Burke
- Chris Peers
- Chris Peers

- Andrew Boagey

Gift Classes
Class 86: Tray Bake
C
- Sue Hickson
Class

87: Six Small Honey Biscuits or Cookies
VHC - Sue Hickson

NHS Members Classes
Class 101: Twp Jars Light Honey
4th - Andrew Boagey
Class 113: Dry Mead (one bottle)
4th - Meriel Spalding

Thanks are due to Andrew for his preparation
Surrey BKA Classes
of RBKA’s entry of Mickleham Apiary honey.
Class 144: Two Jars Naturally Crystallised or
A rightfully proud Chris commented afterwards
Soft Set
1st - Richard Bradfield
“No one was more
surprised than me.
The first time I
had entered. Three
classes entered.
Three firsts and
two bits of silver!”
“If this doesn't
encourage more
people to enter I don't know what will!”

Class 145: Two Jars of Liquid Honey
1st - Chris Peers
2nd - Andrew Boagey
Class 146: Three Matched Pairs of Jars of
Honey
1st - Chris Peers
2nd - Andrew Boagey

Class 147: Two Containers Cut Comb, (free
from Ling)
Points from Meriel & Tim’s dual membership
1st - Chris Peers
of Reigate and Croydon divisions are harnessed
2nd - Andrew Boagey
by Croydon for their annual battle with
Class 148: One Comb suitable for extracting
Wimbledon for the Douglas Cup … one they
2nd - Andrew Boagey
just lost to Wimbledon this year.
Class 149: One piece of beeswax
2nd - Andrew Boagey
NHS Chairman Bob Maurer announced that
the show will be back at Sandown Race Course Class 151: One Bottle Mead
in 2017 - 26th, 27th & 28th October.
1st - Tim Burke
All photos Reigate BeeNews copyright - unless otherwise stated
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Extraction Day Report - Thanks
The excellent article by Richard Woodhouse I have received lots of plaudits for organising
on the association's Extraction Day, published the extraction. Thank you for them, but truly
the plaudits should go to the wonderful team
last month, covered all the key highlights.
that came together on the day to get this most
We are very lucky in having an association with
sticky beekeeping job of all, done.
a very high percentage of active members.
Seeing that we could do with more help, several My thanks to everyone involved on either or
volunteers at the Autumn Bee Clinic stayed on both the Friday and Saturday.
Andrew Cornwall
to help with the extraction in the afternoon.

Members News
A Fundraising Scheme in Search of a Name

by Andrew Cornwall

Many members will already know that I am very I have all the paperwork, sealing labels,
involved in the work of the Alzheimer’s Society chains, padlocks etc. and can explain the
(AS). A small part of this is as Chairman of the mechanics to you easily.
East Surrey Voluntary Fundraising Group.
It’s particularly good if tins go out where you
I recently obtained a number of items for RBKA
habitually shop, that way you can keep an eye
when the lease ran out on Dorking’s AS day
on them and let me know when they need
centre. Some chairs, a lockable metal cupboard
emptying.
and a 1st Aid cabinet are now at Henfold.
We also have a small number Benefits of Having One of Our Tins ?
of collecting tins.
1. Helping to Save the Honey Bee!
Now the pavilion is up and
running, the need to apply 2. Helping a small charity run solely by volunteers to do its work.
for grants has decreased and
I have been turning my 3. When tins are emptied, the organisation
attention to fundraising. The
(shop, pub etc.) will get:
collecting tins are just one
part of this refocusing.
a. A ‘Thank You’ certificate to display
b. A mention in
c. A mention and photo on our Members
and Public websites and on social media
d. A press release sent to the Surrey Mirror
(but no guarantees of being published!)

Two Urgent Requests to Members:
1. Rather than referring every time to
‘collecting tins on shop counters, pub
bars etc’. or what professional fundraisers call ‘static collections’, I would
like to come up with a name for this
scheme/initiative/venture or whatever
it is. ‘Tins 4 Bees’ ? Nah! Better ideas
please to either me or the BeeNews
Editors.
2. Much more importantly! We need sites
where the tins can go out. Whenever
you are in a shop, pub, garden centre or
anywhere else in our catchment area
that handles cash, PLEASE ASK IF THEY
WOULD HAVE ONE OF OUR TINS NEXT
TO THEIR TILL/TILLS. If they say Yes,
send me the details (ideally including a
contact name) and let me know if you
are happy to deliver the tin yourself.
All photos Reigate BeeNews copyright - unless otherwise stated

My thanks to Vince Gallo for helping to move
the furniture from Dorking to Henfold. For the
last couple of months, I have been near
drowning in work that all needed doing
immediately. So without warning I delegated
re-labelling the collecting tins and designing a
‘Thank You’ certificate to Richard Bradfield.
Without his sterling work, we would not be
launching this venture this year. I am much
indebted to him.
If anyone would like to help with fundraising or
has any ideas, do please contact me. We have
a number of irons in the fire already, but could
always do with more.
Andrew Cornwall
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Topical News
Hive Ventilation - Winter Recommendations
we Live trees provide bees with remarkably sound
In the last October 2015 edition of
included an article based on the advice from nest cavities, because they actively draw
the Dave Cushman website about the moisture out of the hollows. In addition, their
leafy canopies offer protection from the sun.
importance of good hive ventilation.
By comparison, many of our hives simply are
To complement the messages, this month we heat and water traps.
provide some further thoughts from about hive
How much water a bee colony can produce
ventilation in the Winter and early Spring.
inside its nest depends mainly on its size. It is
Excess in-hive moisture is probably one of the easy to calculate that a decent-size colony may
bees’ worst enemies. And yet, it is the bees generate one half-cubic foot of water between
themselves that are the main source of water December and the end of March from its stores
and the nectar it may collect in the early Spring.
inside a hive through their metabolism.
This is the equivalent of almost four gallons
In order not to suffocate, the bees need to (eighteen litres) of water or five inches (thirteen
continuously bring fresh air into the hive. If centimetres) of water that can rain down onto
there is brood they will increase the the bees and combs of a colony that is overtemperature of the air to 34°C within the brood wintering on seven frames per super !
nest, or else the brood would be chilled.
So what are the recommendations for your
The condition of the air outside the hive may hives during the Winter ?
be typically at 4°C or lower with a damp relative
humidity (RH) close to 100%; conditions that ● If possible use an open mesh floor to improve
may be common in the Winter and the early circulation and air exchange.
Spring.
● Insulate the roof to increase the temperatures
at the top of the hive, (and preferably also
insulate the side walls to reduce condensation).
● It is important to avoid cold temperatures and
condensation at the top of the hive. So rather
than increase the ventilation, by such as
inserting match sticks under the crown board,
which will cause a temperature drop, it is better
to insulate the roof.
Also when the bees consume stores for energy ● Insert dummy boards on both sides of the
to flex their muscles to keep the cluster warm brood and super boxes to improve air flow. This
will enable the moisture filled air to flow down
they generate water vapour.
from the top of the hive and be exchanged with
When too much water condenses on the upper fresh air through the open mesh floor.
surfaces of the hives and on the combs that
hold bee bread and honey, the stores may If your hives have solid floors you may need to
become mildewed, the honey may ferment, and consider an alternative approach.
cold water drips down onto the clustered bees.
The spoiled food and the cold showers delay ● Assist hive ventilation by leaving ventilation
the development of the colony and, at times, holes either by inserting matchsticks in the
may create bee health and nutritional problems. corners below the crown board or by leaving
the feed hole in the crown board open.
Measurements using the Arnia hive monitoring
● Insulating the roof and walls to reduce
equipment suggests that typically during the
condensation and the use of dummy boards to
Summer the relative humidity (RH) within the
improve air flow are probably also beneficial.
hive is 55%, whereas in the Winter it rises to
65%. It also fluctuates in response to the
based on an article by Sacramento BKA
ambient environment conditions.
and other sources
So, warmed air that is laden with water vapour
and CO² constantly rises out of the cluster. It
then rapidly cools down and releases the water
it can no longer hold. This water condenses on
all the interior surfaces of the hive that are cold,
stores and combs included, since the bees do
not heat them.

All photos Reigate BeeNews copyright - unless otherwise stated
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Questions & Answers
Question - What is Propolis and How Does it Benefit Bees ?
Propolis is the soft, pliable and very sticky
orange substance that gums all the hive parts
together and stains your clothes during
summer hive inspections. It is also the hard
and brittle orange sealant that has to be
cracked open in order to enter the hive during
the Winter or early Spring. No wonder it goes
by the name ‘bee glue’ !
Historically, it has been unpopular with
beekeepers, who have tended to selectively
breed the propolising trait out of their stock.
Derived from the Greek, propolis meaning
something like ‘before the city’. It is used by
honey bees to cover almost every surface
within the colony.
In the established tree nest of a feral colony,
the rough bark immediately surrounding the
entrance is bitten away and a smooth layer of
propolis is laid down. If the entrance itself is
too large then the bees reduce its size using
propolis. Within the nest cavity the walls are
filled and smoothed out with propolis.

Plant resin is converted into propolis by honey
bees through the addition of other substances
so
that
the
final
product
comprises
approximately 50% resin, 30% beeswax, 10%
essential and aromatic oils, 5% pollen and 5%
other organic substances.
Well over three hundred distinct chemicals
have been identified in propolis samples. In
addition to the categories already mentioned,
these include sugars, hydrocarbons, vitamins
and several trace elements. The exact
chemical composition is dependent upon the
resin sources. Nonetheless, anti-microbial
properties of the final products are remarkably
consistent around the world even when the
exact constituents vary considerably.
What is the Purpose of Propolis ?
Propolis is a crucial architectural fabric within
a honey bee colony, serving as a caulk for
blocking drafts and limiting the influx of water.

It can also be used as a simple physical
Any cells containing contaminated pollen defence against a range of pests. The following
become entombed in propolis as, upon their are examples of this use as a physical defence.
death, do any colony invaders that are too large ● At the entrance, a sticky layer of propolis can
for the bees to physically remove. It is obvious
deter small nest invaders such as grubs and
that propolis is highly valued by the bees.
ants.
● Within the nest proper, it is used to eliminate
What is Propolis Made From ?
any cracks and crevices that would otherwise
provide ideal egg-laying sites for wax moths.
The distinguishing ingredient of propolis is an
amalgam of resins derived from diverse local Also within the nest, it can be used to trap
plants. Within temperate regions, poplar trees small hive beetles in ‘propolis prisons’, to
are a particularly favoured source, but pine, break their reproduction cycle.
birch, elm, elder, beech and horse chestnut
However, all these important physical defence
trees are also commonly used.
functions are almost trivial compared to what
Resin is collected from wounds on trunks and is arguably its primary role, namely the
branches as well as from buds and young provision of colony-level defence against
leaves.
microbial infection.
Plant resins contain innumerable bioactive
chemicals, including large numbers of Click here to read the post on the Members
flavanoids, terpenoids and phenolics. Many Website that gives many more details about
flavanoids have demonstrable antibacterial, propolis, such as:antiviral and anti-inflammatory properties. ● how bees collect and make propolis
Terpenoids are the volatile component ● its use by the colony
responsible for the resinous odour.
● microbial and other benefits of propolis
Honey bees utilise all these substances in their ● should we review our approach to propolis ?
natural state without any subsequent chemical
alteration.
All photos Reigate BeeNews copyright - unless otherwise stated
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an excellent and very comprehensive article
courtesy of John Chambers Warwickshire BKA

Horticultural News
Bee Friendly - The Borage (Boraginaceae) Family
This family of 2,000 species found worldwide
contains some of the most bee-attractive and
productive flowers that we know.
Forget-me-not (Myosotis spp)
This is of course a very small flower but it is
none-the-less of interest to us as beekeepers.
Honey bees collect nectar from it and in doing
so, also take on board a great deal of pollen.
The mouth of the flower is very small so the
pollen gets dislodged and covers the bee’s
mouthparts. It is quite unusual as it is so tiny,
measuring only about 6 μm (average pollen
size 20 – 30 μm) and shaped like a little
dumbbell. It is one of the smallest pollens we
see in the UK and it is very widely distributed
in honey.
The flower is also interesting as it
communicates with the bees in a visible
manner, the middle yellow disc changing to
white as the flower ages and ceases to produce
nectar. In some species the whole flower may
also change colour. This is a signal to
pollinating insects that the flower has been
pollinated and that their services are no longer
required, and therefore there will be no nectar
and this is a very common phenomenon in
flowers, although the colour changes vary.
Borage (Borago officinalis)
A plant well-known to beekeepers as a major
producer of honey where it is grown on a large
scale. It is grown for its oil which is obtained
from the seed and is high in gamma-linolenic
acid (GLA) and it benefits greatly from adequate
insect pollination as this ensures a more even
seed set, so maximising the crop.

Honey bee on borage

It is frequently marketed as ‘Starflower Honey’
as the flowers do have the appearance of blue
stars and the name appeals to the buying
public.
The pollen is almost white and collected easily
from the pendant flowers. It is often grown in
the garden where it self-seeds happily but is
not a problem. It is worth the space to enjoy
watching the bees feeding on it.
Phacelia tanacetifolia
This is an annual, flowering about eight weeks
after sowing, extremely easy to grow – just
broadcast the seed and rake it in lightly – and
in flower for a long period. It grows to about
two feet in height and is rather floppy, so needs
support. It will self-seed but is shallow rooted
and so not a problem.

Phacelia flowers showing the
long stamens which carry
blue pollen

The fields are a beautiful blue and it produces
copious nectar. Even after the crop has been
cut, the severed stems continue to produce a
rich sap which is collected by the bees.
The honey however, looks like water and does
not have much flavour, but it is very slow to
granulate if it is pure and is excellent for cut
comb production and for mixing with other,
more strongly-flavoured crops. It has a high
sucrose content and is mentioned in the Honey
Regulations as not more than 15 g / 100 g of
sucrose is permitted in borage honey compared
to the maximum 5 g / 100 g in other honeys.
All photos Reigate BeeNews copyright - unless otherwise stated

All pollinating insects love it and honey bees
collect nectar and pollen from it. The latter is
blue, as are the flowers. They are produced in
spirals, rather like a snail’s shell, which open
from the base and gradually uncurl. The seed
is included in many mixtures for insects and
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has been used to attract hoverflies which then The Lungworts are particularly valuable for
produce larvae to eat the aphids on adjacent bumblebee queens when they emerge in the
Spring. There are many varieties, which often
crops.
have silver-splashed foliage and make very
Viper’s Bugloss and other Echium spp
useful garden plants. Comfrey is quite invasive
Viper’s Bugloss (Echium vulgare) is a plant but can be kept under control and cut down
which is patchy in its distribution. It likes light two or three times a year to add to the compost
sandy or calcareous soils and can be seen heap or to soak to make a good liquid fertiliser.
growing at Land’s End, Lulworth Cove in Dorset Bumblebees often rob the flowers but honey
and at the Dungeness Nature Reserve in Kent. bees are seldom seen on it.
It is a tall hairy plant with beautiful spikes of
purple/blue flowers which are always covered
with insects of various sorts. Members of this
group, particularly E. plantagineum are now
being grown commercially for their oils which
are high in some of the essential fatty acids
such as Omega-3 and Omega-6.
Other Species
The family includes the Lungworts (Pulmonaria
spp) and Comfreys (Symphytum spp). Both
are excellent bumblebee plants but their flowers
are too long to give access for honey bees.

The family as a whole is well worth investigating
both for its beauty and its insect potential and
there are many other garden plants available,
which I have been unable to mention. Most of
the members are hairy and have rough stems,
although Phacelia is quite smooth. Flowers in
some species may be pink or white sometimes,
but blue is the predominant colour.
courtesy of Celia Davis Warwickshire BKA

November Forage
Trees
● Prunus x subhirtella ‘Autumnalis’ the Higan
or Rosebud cherry
Shrubs and Climbers
● Colletia cruciata – photo below

● Fatsia japonica
● Fuchsias are still flowering well
● Mahonia japonica, Bealii and Lindsayae
‘Cantab’
● Solanum jasminoides Alba (the white potato
vine) is just coming into flower
● Viburnums Bodnantense Charles Lamont,
Dawn and Deben

website

Perennials
● Aster pringlei Monte Casino
● Dahlias, those still in flower will continue to
flower until the first frosts get them
● Nepetas, several varieties
● Kaffir lily (Schizostylis) – photo below

Annuals and Biennials
● Marigolds (calendulas)
Herbs
● Borage plants will continue to flower until the
first frosts
● Prostrate rosemary
Wild flowers
● Ivy
courtesy of Ann Jones Farnham BKA

Go to FRONT PAGE for HEADLINE NEWS, APIARY TASKS, FEATURED ANNOUNCEMENTS and NEXT
BIG EVENT items. Visit the NOTICE BOARD for all the latest general information and to the
KNOWLEDGE BASE for beekeeping skills information. To see Who’s Who, look under the
MEMBERSHIP tab, and ALL the available Diary Dates are under the EVENTS menu tab, plus more !

All photos Reigate BeeNews copyright - unless otherwise stated
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